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EDITOR’S RANT
As we approach the hot night jingle-belling pointy end of 2018,
the annual migration of Chrissy parties and New Year celebrations
enter the minds of the collective patron consciousness.
Many pubs make the time to put on events during this time, but
for many these may be the only summer events that take place in
the venue. Something of an art, a calendar of successful events is a
skill worth learning, bringing opportunity for new or reinvigorated
guests and accumulation of knowledge on new ideas and
offerings.
Anything that fails to change runs the risk of falling behind, and
dedicated gatherings bring innovation and feedback on potential
new direction, all under the auspice of fun.
Big in October was news that the carefully curated Redcape is
finally destined for its long-awaited Initial Public Offering, offering
investors the promise of around eight per cent cash return on
their equity and a growth rate in multiples of CPI. Few hospitality
entities have dared scale this passage since the tumultuous GFC
that took many – including Redcape and its leasehold partner
NLG – to and beyond the brink, as the financial world reeled and
valuations plummeted, leaving LVRs underwater and shareholders
“SOL”.
Considerably more diligence seems to have gone into the run at
market by a very different Redcape, underpinned by the wisdom
of conservative investment powerhouse Moelis Australia. USbased KKR have not ruled out a similar outcome for their diverging
Australian Venue Company, and the fate of Redcape’s proposed
listing at the end of November is likely to play a considerable role
in future decisions.
Pundits are tipping a merry Christmas bonus for Redcape
investors, and another happy new year of hospitality.
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TRADE FEATURE

What are the key benefits of hosting an
event - or program of events - in your pub?
Emma Castle finds out everything you need
to know to make events work for you.
November 2018 PubTIC | 5

TRADE FEATURE
Between the planning, marketing and execution, running
events can be a stressful and expensive process. So why do it?
The answer is threefold: the opportunity to attract a new
clientele, a chance to give loyal patrons another reason to
come in (and bring their friends), and a means of showcasing
what you can do so that people who attend public events will
consider your venue for private events.
So what do you need to think about when running an event?
And how do some of the big pubs manage this process? Read
on for our handy guide.

Choosing a theme
Theming is one of the key drivers for bookings. Things like
Melbourne Cup and New Year’s Eve give customers a good
reason to book in advance.
Rockpool Dining Group CEO, Thomas Pash, says that the
Group’s events generally fall into three main categories:
seasonal events such as Melbourne Cup; venue-led events like
Day of the Dead at Tex-Mex bar El Camino Cantina; and trendinspired events such as the gin gardens and espresso martini
pop-ups at The Argyle that tap into current drinks trends and
cocktail culture.

throughout the year, we like to showcase the uniqueness
of the venue and come up with fun events relevant to our
existing and potential customers. Smaller, venue-specific
events allow us to experiment with different offers and keep
our customers entertained. These allow us to stay relevant
in an ever-changing and super competitive hospitality
environment.”

The style of event also needs to be relevant to the location
and surrounding community. Coastal communities support
things like oyster festivals and surf club fundraisers, whereas
inland and outback areas are more likely to run events
alongside rodeos or visiting country music performers.

Rachel Muscat-Rahme, Sales, Marketing and Events Manager
at The Tilbury Hotel says that the events team is always trying
to up the ante on seasonal events like Melbourne Cup.

For The Royal Leichhardt, General Manager Mark Chapman
says events are a positive way of connecting with the local
community.
“All events, big or small are designed to complement the
hotel’s key offering and appeal to our respective community.
Aside from the major calendar events celebrated by all

“We always endeavour to make each event more fabulous
than the year before, and I think this keeps people eager to
keep coming back,” she says.

Catering
You might think that punters are coming in for the drinks, but
Pash says food is what gets people across the line with buying
tickets.
“Catering is definitely a big driver of bookings. For larger
events and parties such as Melbourne Cup, we tend to offer
food and beverage packages that include roaming bites and/
or food stations as opposed to sit-down menus, as this is in
keeping with the overall party atmosphere; whereas live sports
screenings tend to be paired up with good beer-drinking food
such as our spicy chicken wings, or we push our epic sports
platters and shared feasts as these are fun for groups.”
Some of the big trends to look out for in catering in 2019,
according to Sara Flaksbard from venue caterer Laissez-Faire
Catering, are sustainably sourced and native ingredients,
interactive cooking stations, grazing tables, root-to-stem
eating wherein chefs are using once-discarded parts of fruit
and vegetables in creative ways (eg. carrot top pesto), and low
sugar beverages like kombucha and iced teas.
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For bartenders and waiters, staffing numbers are determined
by the style of the event. For example, a stand-up cocktail
party for 100 people requires two food waiters, one drinks
waiter and two bartenders. An informal sit-down event for 100
people requires four food and drink waiters.
When it comes to equipment hire, look for DJs who have their
own equipment, and outsource everything else – lighting,
speakers, furniture, set pieces, special crockery or glassware,
plants, etc – from an AV or event hire company, if the event is
a one-off.

Space

If you are planning on hosting a long-term event like a pop-up
bar, get the set pieces custom-built and buy the additional
furniture, as it will be more cost-effective in the long run than
hiring things in.

How much space you need per person really depends on the
relationship between the guests, as well as the venue’s legal
capacity and access to fire exits. If it’s a private function where
people know each other, one-and-a-half square metres per
person is enough. But if it’s a public function, you will need
over two square metres per person. If there’s a chance there
will be dancing, you will need three square metres per person.
In terms of where to hold the event in the your venue, ask
yourself this question: will the event displace loyal patrons?
If the answer is yes, how can you communicate this to them
beforehand to minimise the disruption?
Are there noise restrictions around your venue that an
outdoor event could compromise? Will there be live music or
large groups of people congregating outside?
There are also things to consider such as access to the
kitchen, if the event is catered. If the event space is a long way
from the kitchens, consider setting up food stations or hiring
in food trucks for the time.

Logistics
As far as security goes, you’ll want to have one security guard
for every 75-100 guests.

According to event ticketing platform EventBrite, the big
trends in hire equipment for 2019 are things like: retro arcade
games, virtual reality headsets, jumping castles, adult-sized
ball pits, slides, and vintage circus-themed items likes popcorn
machines.
Take the time to create notes on how the day will run that can
be added to over time.
“An event checklist ensures that nothing is missed in the lead
up and on the day, and a detailed team briefing will ensure
everyone knows their roles and what is expected throughout
the event,” says Chapman. “And don’t forget the event debrief!
This will ensure that you celebrate the wins and apply
important learnings for the next event.”

Promotion
A solid promotional strategy is an absolute must for a
successful event.
“For a new style of event, we try to allow as much time as
possible for marketing to reach our target demographic generally we aim for six weeks or more,” says Muscat-Rahme
from The Tilbury.
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Chapman says his team at The Royal allow a couple of
months’ lead time.
“We would generally start promoting on social media two
months before the event and communicate with key media
one month before the event.
“We like to have plenty of eye-catching marketing materials up
in-venue so that our customers can see what’s coming up,” he
says.
Pash agrees that when it comes to getting people through the
door, the more lead time the better.
“It’s a hyper-competitive market out there, so if we can get out
with our marketing in advance of our competitors, it definitely
gives us the edge. For bigger events, an eight- to ten-week
lead time is advantageous. For smaller events and pop-ups,
we still like to be out in market six to eight weeks in advance,”
he says.

Christmas
Whether you decide to go for Christmas Eve or stay open on
Christmas Day, a traditional roast and pudding set-menu is a
popular option, particularly as there are often few competitors
open.
A celebration of local food and drink
Does your local brewery make interesting craft beer? Or is
your local area known for its lamb, cheese or strawberries?
Whatever it is, make sure it’s on the menu and consider
running a special festival or event in its honour.
Screening party
The Oscars and final episodes of popular shows like The
Bachelor are a good excuse for a themed event, especially if
you have a cosy room with a big TV.

10 event ideas for
your pub
Melbourne Cup
This is a sure-fire winner as a ticketed event with a drinks
package attached, in a private or VIP space.
NRL/AFL Grand Final
This is ideal as a walk-in event, but with the option of VIP
reserved tables and a special sharing menu.
Summer drinks-themed pop-up
From gin bars to Pimms stands to icy jugs of cider, venues are
embracing summer-themed cocktails.
New Year’s Eve
A perfect opportunity for a ticketed event with live music and
assured late-night crowd.
Community event/fundraiser
Consider partnering with a local charity and becoming their
venue of choice, with regular or annual fundraisers.
Business networking events
Work with your local Chamber of Commerce or business
network to host a monthly meet-up.
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Halloween/Day of the Dead
You can do a low-key event with themed menu items or
drinks, or you can go all out on the decorations and costumes
for staff. Either way, it’s an event theme that attracts a youthful
crowd and looks good on Instagram.

“Organisation and planning
are key. Without solid
planning, timelines and
clear allocation of roles, it is
very hard to pull together a
successful event.”
– Mark Chapman,
The Royal Leichhardt

TRADE FEATURE

A Toast
To That!
Supplied by James Metcalfe
- JRM Hospitality

Toasts are easy to make, nice to eat, offer great
value and taste great!
You can prep in advance and assemble just
before serving.
Serves 10

Roast pumpkin,
pine nut salsa,
parmesan

Wagyu bresaola,
shaved melon, fresh
horseradish

Pumpkin
500g pumpkin
40g pumpkin purée
70g pinenut salsa
Sprinkle of Parmesan

Beef bresola x 10 slices
Shaved melon x10 thin slices
Freshly grated horseradish to taste
20g Olive oil

Slow cooked
salmon or smoked
pickled lemon, aioli

Marinated tuna, soy
ginger and miso
emulsion

Salmon
100g aioli
300g cured or smoked
salmon
20g pickled lemon
10 g chopped chives

Tuna
150g raw diced tuna
30 g Soy dressing
100g Miso emulsion
Dill sprigs
Marigolds x3
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Selling
the Show

A crucial aspect of putting on an event
is letting the right people know – in
the right way, at the right time. Men At
Work’s Michael Willcocks explains
One of the biggest events on the hospitality calendar is
the Melbourne Cup. No matter what state you are in, all of
Australia takes a moment to have a glass of bubbles and a
punt. There is no doubt that it is the race that stops the nation.
As we mop up from another great year (Sydney publicans I
speak to are saying it was one of the most fruitful on record)
it is a good opportunity to reflect on how we promote big
events such as Melbourne Cup, or even something less
prominent, like the Sunday roast.
There is much to be learned from venues who market
their events well, through physical in-venue marketing
right through to the digital space. Looking at social media
specifically, there are a couple of easy and effective ways to
get your potential customers inquiring about an event.
The first fundamental part of your strategy is to look at
your week, month or year and start to build a calendar of
promotions. This really helps keep track of what’s to come,
and helps you plan accordingly.
I’d also suggest looking at a theme that makes you really
stand out from the other venues around you. Coming into
Christmas everyone is doing Christmas events; why not an
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Ugly Sweater theme? Staff can even get in on the act – best
(aka worst) sweater worn by a customer gets a prize. You
watch: there’ll be venues all around that do it this festive
season, and they’ll stand out.
Speaking of staff, if you do promote an event on social media
the best thing you can do to garner more reach is to have the
staff share the event – not all of them will, but as platforms
such as Facebook further become a ‘pay-to-play’ space any
free extension of the promotion should be welcomed –
particularly if you have a real community atmosphere at your
venue.
Lastly, I’d suggest you invest some time and money in decent
photography and video if you can. If this is an event that will
run again, you should have the benefit of promotional video
content next time. They say we first eat with our eyes … this
goes for the promotion of an event, too.
Over time you can build on your promotions calendar and
events collateral, and hopefully by next time the Melbourne
Cup rolls around you have a successful events strategy. I hope
you’ll pick a winner.

MAJOR FEATURE

Jaime’s Duke

More than two years after the rise and sale of his pioneering Drink n’ Dine
portfolio, Jaime Wirth and a collection of cohorts have jumped back into the
game in Enmore. Clyde Mooney speaks with the man at and on The Duke
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In 2010 a couple of like-minded gents saw opportunity in
some of the neglected yesteryear pubs on the fringes of
inner Sydney, where historic grunge and eclectic style could
resonate with the experience-seeking local populace. These
pubs would be stripped of decades of populist veneer to
reveal their skeletal character and rightful place as places of
public refuge.
Importantly, they would be public houses based on the
institutional pursuits of eating and enjoying a beverage,
without the presence of gaming machines. This approach was
exactly in-tune with the emerging hipster culture of Sydney’s
inner-west, resonating with pop-up concepts and experiential
consumption, and largely uninterested in gambling.

In early 2016 the uber-acquisitive Dixon Group burst into New
South Wales with news of the successful wholesale purchase
of the three existing Drink n’ Dine pubs – the extremely
successful Norfolk Hotel on Cleveland Street, Surry Hills
darling The Forresters, and former titty bar turned hotspot,
Petersham’s Oxford Tavern.
Co-founder James Miller had sadly passed away of lifestyle
complications at the height of the group’s success, and the
portfolio sale left Wirth cashed-up but with nowhere to run
the business he’d come to know and love.
Until now.

Thus Drink n’ Dine group was born, fronted by up-andcoming socialites Jaime Wirth and James Miller.
Directly competing with the pending advent of small bars
in the capitals, Drink n’ Dine was effectively beating them at
their own game, offering bohemian designs in better venues,
and well-constructed menus to accompany the boutique
beverages and burgeoning brands.
Fast forward half a decade, and the group had opened
several successful operations, a couple that didn’t quite meet
expectation, and closed a couple where their tenure in the
history-smacked pub had ended.
Original ceiling – to be rescued
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concrete, but sport an array of wood finishes, beginning with
reclaimed floorboards, and the bar itself decked in warm
timbers. Removal of the gleaming white gyprock ceiling
serendipitously revealed ornate and surprisingly intact
horsehair plasterwork that is far more in line with the ‘back to
history’ ethos of its new owners.
The eastern wall will see installation of a large window to
welcome natural light into the area, largely made possible
by the relocation of the boxy gaming room. The unsightly
artificial fireplace will be removed from the corner, and a pool
table brought in to complete the traditional bar atmosphere.
The bar will gain a decorative bulkhead above and showcase
Entrance to the former gaming room a large selection of wines. The take-out aspect of the business
will work from here, to augment the planned wine focus.
Below the bar is a small cellar.

Back in the Bar

After looking at “shitloads of leases” since his hiatus from
hotels, including many he admits were actually out of his
league, Wirth settled his gaze on a tired corner local built late
19th century, known in the 80s as a great place to score smack
– aspirationally named The Duke of Edinburgh.

Beyond the bar, a previously underutilised room before the
exit to the courtyard will be repurposed into a cosy drinking
and dining area, with new lighting, carpet and the fireplace
re-tiled and resumed.

Bringing a new posse of partners, Wirth and company
negotiated on a 15-year lease, with some possibility of a
further option. Somewhat aged from the former all-trending
big small bar-styled Drink n’ Dine, and not wanting to
compete with the plethora of food-driven ‘it’ venues that
had emerged and emulated since its success, the team has
set about producing a new evolution of their approach to
hospitality, for a maturing market.

At the back of the pub is a modest courtyard for 50-60 people,
most recently covered in clear plastic roofing. There was a
goldfish-bowl smoking room at the very rear that has been
scrapped to increase the outdoor area and appeal. Lattice
will be installed above, tying in with forests of greenery and
delicate lighting. This is expected to further complement the
focus on trying and buying quality wines at The Duke. Outside
will be an eating area, meaning smokers will need fixes
elsewhere.

One of the key differences at The Duke is the presence of
a gaming room, with 13 machines. While none of the new
owners are practised at gaming operations, there was little
doubt the gaming room, located at the front and taking up
much of the main bar area, was poorly positioned in every
sense.

Beside the back room, in a formerly disused storage area, the
new gaming room will see a dedicated exit to the rear of the
building and full smoking solution. The relocation is expected
to be better for both the gaming operation and atmosphere
in the front bar. A newby to gaming best-practice, Wirth & Co
engaged consultant Geoff Glenn on the project.

Taking the keys to the operation, it was determined to trade
for a few weeks to get the lay of the land and fine-tune
concepts, before a brief shut-down and triumphant return.
The gaming room would be relocated to the rear and the
front bar opened up and repositioned, amongst plans to spend
around half a million dollars for a million-dollar refurb and
refresh.

“I didn’t know anything about gaming, so I tried to turn myself
into … not an expert, but someone who knows a little bit. And
if you don’t know what you’re doing, you speak to someone
who does,” he says.

Symbolic of its time in the wilderness, The Duke has been
cloaked in black slate tiles that may once have looked sharp,
but at some stage devolved into simply dirty on bustling
Enmore Road. Great lengths have been taken to source
the kind of original pastel tiles of the past, but as genuine
examples are becoming impossible to find, the exterior will be
clad in floor-to-ceiling tiles that are a tasteful compromise of
vintage and readily available sympathetic replicas.
Through the front door, the bar area will no longer be painted
14 | November 2018 PubTIC

Upstairs The Duke includes four good-sized rooms that
were once accommodation. In the short- to medium-term
these will be assumed as office and staff space, pending any
consideration for alternate use. Their condition and facility
would mean a long road to reopening them to staying
guests, and fire compliance would likely make the idea costprohibitive.

The Beginnings
The new partnership is Jaime Wirth, with long-time friend
Joel Amos, owner of Drinks, fellow founding force of Drink n’
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Dine Mike Delany, and former licensee from the old group’s
Abercrombie Hotel and Oxford Tavern, Chris Deadman.
As the return to hospitality for guys accustomed to the cutting
edge, the clinical plasterboard and cement-struck décor of the
new pub was at best “pretty soulless”, leaving them distinctly
uninspired.
“It was more like a shopping centre, which is not our style,”
notes Wirth. “That’s why when I looked at it the first few times
I didn’t know what to do with it. There was nothing to keep,
which is hard. Even the bar’s in a bit of a funny spot; it feels
like it should be in the middle of the room, and probably it
was, at some point.”
Previous Drink n’ Dine pubs, such as the Carrington and
Flinders, had oodles of history. Both revealed original tilework inside when wall claddings were removed. Areas with
damaged limestone plaster were sometimes left unfinished,
with antique brickwork punctuating interior surfaces.
Wirth grew up north of Sydney in Terrigal, leaving his home
town to come to the big smoke and study film at UTS, close to
where his penchant for pubs would emerge. Since coming to
the capital he reports having moved many times, circulating
between the inner-west and eastern suburbs – particularly
Elizabeth Bay, where he has lived in five homes. He admits to
having always been drawn to the generations of architectural
style in Australia’s oldest city.
Now in his mid-30s, he has gotten married and has a six and
a seven-year-old, and recently the family moved across the
bridge, from ‘E-Bay’ to a generous home in St Ives.
After leaving uni, Wirth got himself involved in hosting weekly
dance parties in inner Sydney, and with their success growing,
began DJing at them also.
“This was at a time when people used to actually go out in
Sydney,” he recalls. “You could run a weekly party. We started
in Kings Cross, then moved to Club 77. I did that for three
years, and off the back of that I DJ’d for about four years fulltime.
“Then I put some money into the Flinders. That was my first
one.”

There were a half-dozen partners at the Flinders, but other
than an employed general manager, none of them were
actually ‘hands-on’ in the business. Beginning to realise that
the future of their investment was at stake, Wirth began
spending all the time he could at the Flinders.
“I was DJing, mostly interstate on weekends, so I could kind of
work in the business. I just learned the ropes that way.
“One of my business partners at the Flinders was Greg Magree,
who became my landlord at Norfolk, and for the Drink n Dine
pubs. He teamed me up with James.
“We both were saying we see something else for the Norfolk.
Greg said why don’t you guys do it together? I met James one
night at the Norfolk, we talked and said ‘yeah – let’s do it!’”
In 2013 Miller was found deceased in questionable but not
suspicious circumstances. Five weeks later Wirth’s best
friend passed by his own hand. Through existential trials, the
pioneering group went on to sell three successful leaseholds
to what would become the ASX-bound Australian Venue
Company, stemming from the Dixon-led portfolio-grabbing
hotel enterprise acquired by venture capital behemoth KKR
mid-2017.

A New Group
Learned from the heady days of trend-hopping Drink n’ Dine
pubs, the new partnership is steadying itself for the long haul,
planning an offering in The Duke that will go the distance.
But also wary of the mistake of missed opportunity, they could
not pass on what they saw as a chance in Waterloo landmark,
the George Hotel. What was once a federation corner pub was
demolished by Tooheys along with three adjacent terraces
in 1965, replacing all with the period-inspired structure there
today.
In a precinct that is rapidly becoming the go-to alternative
to the increasingly priced Redfern, Wirth & Co felt their new
brand of pub offering could go a long way.
“When I had the Norfolk, I’d always loved the building – just
the look of it. I’d go past, and it was always dead, for a very
long time. I’d pop my head in and never say anything, but
think ‘who owns this place? how does this work?’ It had
gaming machines, but didn’t seem like a massive gaming den
either. It was just a quiet pub.
“There aren’t many pubs built in that era – that’s why it
doesn’t look like a normal pub. It’s kind of got this minimalist,
modernist 60s vibe to it, quite concrete and harsh. It’s not like
those classic pubs built in the 1800s, early 1900s, that style
Sydney-siders are used to, it’s got a different look.

The Duke’s old gaming room
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“I feel like it’s never been busy, and it’s never been renovated,
so a lot of the original feel is intact, like the tiles. And it’s got

MAJOR FEATURE
this weird stained-glass window situation, and panelling and
everything – I love that shit.
“The location can feel a bit ghost town out there at night,
because the whole other side of the street shuts down, so
we’re plugging in a few different things there. Obviously it’s a
pub, but it has a 3am licence. We want to get like the latenight people jumping in a taxi when Redfern shuts down at
midnight coming here – bit of a late-night rock n’ roll vibe,
with food.
“I’ve been working with my mate Toby to do this natural
wine and taco joint. Toby’s the Mexican food dude – goes to
Mexico every year, spends a month there. Mexican is kind of
everywhere, but it’s bad. You generally can’t get a good taco.
So there will be like a tacorea inside.
“We really like the bones of the pub, so it’s more like cleaning
it up, making the beer garden nice, replacing all the furniture.
We don’t need to knock down any walls and it’s got good
street scene, but I think it needs some pretty big ideas, and a
few different things to ‘supercharge’ it – not just ‘under new
management’ or ‘hey, there’s a new menu’ – I hate that stuff.”
Wirth negotiated purchase of the leasehold interest through
Manenti Quinlan, without truly undertaking a proper
inspection. Building on his prior curiosity he looked through as
a punter and effectively shot from the hip.
“We weren’t really looking for anything, but if you move too
slowly and don’t do things when they come up in hospitality,
you never do anything. You can’t set the timeline. You’ve got
to be a little bit of a cowboy.”

Drink and Food
Joel Amos founded online wine retailer Drinx and the newly
formed partnership saw definite potential in the growing
popularity of natural and boutique wines amongst their
demographic. They see the market as ideal at The Duke, with
even more potential at The George.
“We’ve been talking about doing a physical space for ages, so
we’re going to carve off a side of the hotel, put in a bottleshop

Exit space to the courtyard – in construction

like a specialist that also does normal stuff. Kind of like what
happened to coffee, then beer, is starting in wine, and going to
build and build, I think.
“Because of the hotel licence, it means you can buy a bottle
and take it home, or you can drink it out in the beer garden.
We’ll do lots of tastings, lots of producer stuff, lots of events
based around wine – not fancy, more like you can get a SavBlanc for eight bucks, or scale it right up and spend $120. You
can sit there, have a glass of wine, and say ‘yeah, I’ll have that’.”
Further to craft wine try and buy and the bread and butter
bottom line of gaming, food will certainly be a major aspect
of both businesses. The kitchen at The Duke was literally a
stable in a previous life, and not much by modern standards.
Newtowners are spoilt for choice, and they saw a mixed
market at The Duke and want to hit the right flavour.
“Toby is going to set the kitchen up here before he moves
over to the George – that will be his base. We thought this
area needs a good locals’ pub. The wine program is going to
be pretty good with Joel here, so kind of snacks like a wine
bar, then the mains are pub classics done well; good steaks, a
schnitzel, more focusing on quality than some specialty, like
Jamaican food. We want it to work long-term, and doing a
food trend is hard, sometimes it doesn’t work long-term.
“One thing that was handed to us and we are going to carry
over is a bit of vegan presence, as it seems there’s a market
for it. To be honest, we’ve got a pretty small kitchen, so it’s
about having a smart menu; play to everyone, do something
interesting, have some vegan food, and some fast food for
people going to Enmore Theatre. It’s actually a pretty hard
menu to get right.
“We want the food to drive traffic, but didn’t want to make it
gimmicky, which can be tempting … press can love it, and it’s
good for Instagram, but trying to make it work for 15 years is
harder. And I did a lot of like the food trend stuff at Drink n’
Dine. I’m kind of happy just to go back to pub classics.”

A Lease Market
As Sydney and the other major capitals continue to see a
notable lack of freehold pubs coming to market, as property
valuations and a healthy industry continue to build valuations,
there has been the inevitable increased focus on leasehold
opportunities. This is a different challenge for the guys,
competing more for good opportunities than the previous
model had to do.
“There’s still money to be made in leaseholds, even though
they’re not as saleable,” notes Wirth. “If you can get in cheap
and set it up quick, start making money quickly, you can make
your investment back in two or three years, then you’ve got
X number of years to make money. You can still make a living
off it, and deliver returns for investors, it’s just on the exit you
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MAJOR FEATURE
out for half the price. Wirth says his input saves on consulting
and design, knowing where to tweak plans to shortcut large
costs when most operators would be forced to go with the
contractor’s advice.
As well as a stable of wine knowledge and supply, Amos
brings in a 30,000-strong database of potential customers that
will inevitably come to hear of the new offerings of The Duke.
After around a month of casual trading and the beginnings
of the renovation, The Duke closed for business late midNovember.

A New Era
Hoardings went up around the Enmore pub, bringing
opportunity for a level of reveal and element of surprise for
the inquisitive locals.
The start of December will see the new pub in new attire
for a week of soft trade before a grand opening fanfare and
headlong dash into Christmas.
don’t get that appreciation bonus.”
Wirth and partners bought The Duke through HTL Property’s
Blake Edwards, who reported the campaign saw “several
purchasers negotiating on the lease, resulting in a sale price
above the vendor’s expectations”. Despite the competition,
Edwards believes it is a niche play for the likes of Wirth.
“Especially pubs that have been leased for a long time, like The
Duke, vendors still want something for them but they’re so
shitty that most people can’t transform them, or the budget to
transform them is too big.

While The Duke may be geographically proximate to his
previous hospitality endeavours, and almost directly across the
road from the king of cutting-edge in Merivale’s Queens Hotel,
the future of Wirth and friends’ new destination is reflective of
their ripening as operators in a sector of the market that never
ceases to evolve.
“Mainstream …” he ponders. “Yeah, I’d love it. Something I can
take my kids to school with, like a TAB tavern.
“But then, I’ve got a new idea every day, mate, and the next
day I’m over the last one, so who knows!”

“Where Jaime’s done really well is he can get in and work with
what’s there. It’s a bit eclectic, and a bit bohemian, and he
seems to be able to do it on a pretty cheap budget.”
Representing Wirth & Co’s entry to pubs with gaming, Edwards
believes the new group will create the kind of local that is a
credit to the industry in its balanced offering.
“People are going to spend money on vice. A big chunk of
gaming revenue goes to taxes, reimbursing the community.
It props up pubs and clubs, providing jobs and industry and
overall these places are, I believe, a net benefit to society.
There are some negatives of course, but not like online, where
money is just going overseas somewhere.
“The cost of alcohol means kids aren’t going to the pub so
much, maybe looking to other drugs, but the safest place for
them to go out is still in a licensed venue.”
Part of the plan to optimise results for cost renovating The
Duke is partner Mike Delany, bringing a depth of knowledge,
pragmatism and hand-on skills that create a million-dollar fit-
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Echoes of The Duke’s inner-west disposition

BEER BUSINESS

Stronger Together
The dynamic craft market is bringing more
beer styles to the public consciousness.
Australian Brewery sales manager and craft
beer sentient David Ward reports

As the race continues for publicans to maintain pubs in their
rightful place as hubs of the community, craft breweries
continue to innovate and throw themselves in support with a
range of beers, events and promos. The symbiotic relationship
continues to grow as larger beer companies can’t respond at
the speed of emerging trends, and certainly not with the same
enthusiasm.
Seasonal or ‘one-off’ beers are a great way to create buzz in a
venue, with brewers keen to wheel out beers that otherwise
wouldn’t be possible or cost effective in large batches. Often
the opportunity exists to collaborate with venues or even
groups in a way that engages the venue staff and the brewing
team. Collaboration and innovation is what continues to drive
the craft brewing industry’s growth in the face of overall beer
consumption dropping.
May craft brewers are constantly producing hyper-limited
release kegs, some available only at the brewery. A great way
to introduce a brewery to your venue is to put a few of their
beers on tap at once. Known generally as a tap takeover, it
is a great way to drive bar sales while also keeping your tap

list fresh to the ever-emerging, discerning customer. Beer
apps like Untappd will bring people to the venue to try beers
that they haven’t had, who will often upload to other social
platforms.
It is easy to underestimate the power of these platforms to
drive people to a venue, but do so at your own peril. Coupled
with an interesting beer list, beer aficionados will travel huge
distances to try beers they haven’t previously had. These
initiatives also give venues not known to carry lots of craft
beers more power to market themselves.
Venues should be looking at taking control of their own
destinies, creating beer lists they want, rather than being
dictated to by restrictive tap contracts. If you look to beer lists
in America as where the market will eventually go: variety,
freedom and quality will be what brings people in.
A rising tide lifts all boats, and brewers and venues working
together can create scenarios where both parties win. Keeping
beers and beer lists fresh it a great way to keep both old and
new customers coming back.
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TRENDING NEWS
Independent Liquor Group (ILG) underwent a “black day” in
October, as four directors attempted to oust the CEO and take
control of Australia’s largest member-owned liquor co-op.
Dissatisfaction with procedures by some of the Board of nine
directors saw Malcolm Russel, Michael Thomas, Kylee Dennis
and David Mellor take physical control of ILG’s Erskine Park
head office with the aid of private security, denying access to
CEO Paul Esposito and locking gates on other directors, just
one week before the company’s AGM.
The actions were deemed justified courtesy of a ruling at a
board meeting attended by only those four directors, and
included plans to issue a notice of termination to Esposito,
as well as chairman Chris Grigorious and directors Sergio
Colosimo and Kent Walker. They planned to ask members to
vote on Resolutions proposed by Russell and former director
Neville Blair.
Three days after the coup, the Supreme Court ruled to return
power to the ousted board members ahead Monday’s AGM.
The Court overruled the four directors’ assertion that a
‘quorum’ had been achieved at their meeting, on the basis of
removal of two directors, leaving them a majority. It also set
aside hurriedly implemented authorisation for ILG to pay the
legal bills of Russell, Thomas, Mellor and Dennis.
The full Board had already sought legal counsel, which
returned that the grounds for dismissing Colosimo and Kent
were unfounded, and that Blair had served over ten years
on the Board, and was not eligible for renomination under
company rules.
ILG members gathered at the AGM to vote on urgent matters
at hand, spurred by circulating petitions and placard-holders
at the door. The four rogue directors had each resigned
that morning, and after a dramatic week, a new Board
subsequently determined with minimal fuss.
“It was a good day. I think sanity prevailed,” Paul Esposito told
PubTIC. “It’s a good result for ILG. We were aiming to avoid
an embarrassing spill, now we’ve got a new board, it’s a new
beginning.”

REDCAPE LOOKS TO ASX,
COLES TO AVC
After years of speculation and a change of ownership, last
month Redcape began steps toward its Initial Public Offering.
The prominent group was acquired mid-2017 by Moelis
Australia after several rumoured divestment considerations
by its former owners, US hedge funds York Capital and Värde
Partners.
Moelis (ASX: MOE) quickly went about building and finetuning the portfolio, adding big-ticket assets to the collection
in NSW and Queensland, even expanding into craft brewing
with purchase of the Colosimo’s Australian Hotel, and
trimming some under-performing venues. The reshuffle was
understood to be in the name of building total valuation
ahead of a public listing.
Confirmation came when stockbrokers Ord Minnett began
contacting funds, spruiking an IPO roadshow late October
to raise $100 million in funding, for market capitalisation of
$615.2m and total enterprise value including debt of $1.024bn,
the portfolio counting 32 hotels in NSW and Queensland.
Securities would be sold at $1.13 per, projecting 7.8-8 per
cent yield and 3-5 per cent growth, based on proforma FY19
distributable earnings. FY18 reports 63 per cent of revenue
from gaming.
***
The JV between Coles’ Spirit Hotels and KKR’s Australian
Venue Company is closer, with lodgement of the paperwork
to Queensland’s Office of Liquor & Gaming Regulation.
The goal is for AVC to operate the portfolio of 89 pubs,
predominantly across Queensland, while Coles retains control
of the lucrative $4bn liquor stores business. The arrangement
could free Coles from its PR woes over operation of gaming
machines, although Wesfarmers has begun moves to divest
the $20bn Coles entity, which may remove that impetus.
The greatest hurdle has been negotiating Queensland’s liquor
laws stipulating a bottleshop liquor licence must be associated
with a hotel licence within 10km. Each pub licence can have
up to four satellite retail premises. Also, the leases dictate
financial liability by Coles even if the operation is on-sold to a
third party.
Any partnership would also complicate an inevitable exit
strategy by KKR, and constrain any notions of selling off
individual assets, making the huge portfolio a true package
deal.
Spirit Hotels shows book value around $500m, making a
pub deal likely $300-400m. Coles national liquor operation
generates around $120 million EBITDA.

L-R: Douglas Dalley, Steven Speed, Kent Walker, Sergio
Colosimo, Chris Grigoriou, Damien Bottero, Bobby
McGhee, Shaughn Murphy, Peter Cox, Paul Esposito
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Assessment of the application by OLGR is expected to take 12
weeks.

TRENDING NEWS
BIG BUYERS AND
SELLERS IN SYDNEY
Redcape is three steps closer to its IPO with acquisition of Joel
Fisher and Andrew Denmeade’s Denfish Hotels’ trio of pubs
south of Sydney.
The pair notably built the impressive Central Hotel in
Shellharbour in 2013, going on to win Best Overall Hotel Regional at the AHA NSW Awards. They bought the Unanderra
Hotel in 2015, and the Figtree in 2016 for $5.3m, with plans to
continue expanding.

unfortunately saying goodbye to the Cloey locals, who were a
pleasure to serve over the past two years.”
The new operators will be the newly-formed team of Simon
Tilley and Nick Wills.
***
James Wirth and crew are back, securing Enmore’s Duke – a
classic local, with a 2am licence and 13 EGMs crammed in a
room at the front.
It has been operated by Mick Roche, who noted feeling
considerable need for a change. But a development clause
meant possible eviction with only three months’ notice and it
languished on the market until Roche was able to negotiate
removing the clause.
Having sold his Drink n’ Dine portfolio to Dixon Group early
2016, Wirth sought the right re-entry to pubs. He considered
the Duke, and once the prohibitive clause was removed
mustered partners Joel Amos from Drinks, fellow DnD
founder Mike Delany, and former Oxford Tavern licensee Chris
Deadman, signing on for the remaining lease.

Central Hotel, Shellharbour

But bolstering the books, Redcape secured the whole book
off-market for north of $50 million.
“We are disciplined with our application of capital and our
portfolio management strategy. When assets become available
that align with our objectives, we act,” offers Redcape Hotel
Group CEO Dan Brady.
Steven Speed’s WDS Hotel divested the elegant Bellevue
Hotel in Sydney’s east to industry stalwarts the Malouf family.
Built 1880, the elegant two-storey Bellevue was owned by
John Singleton and Geoff Dixon’s Australian Pub Fund, with
operations by Riversdale, who sold it to Speed and partner
Peter Walker’s WDS in early 2014.
WDS undertook a complex year-long renovation on the
historic building, reopening July 2015. But pondering future
projects the pair looked at an off-market sale, now transacting
for around $6.5 million.
The Malouf’s Royal Hotels has built a broad portfolio, now
furthering the eastern suburbs presence, joining Good Beer
Group’s recent acquisition of the Four in Hand.
***
Solotel announced divestment of its lease at the beachside
Clovelly Hotel. Taking on the operation in 2016 with Sam
Arnaout’s Iris Capital, Iris went on to sell the freehold for $34m
on a tight five per cent return. Amid plans of its own, Solotel
has also now moved on.
“Solotel has made a strategic decision to rebalance our
portfolio for future growth, and invest in our freehold
venues,” offered director, Bruce Solomon. “This means we are

“It’s kind of the last pub that hasn’t been flipped around in all
of Newtown and Enmore,” offers Wirth. “We’re trading and
renovating for five weeks, closed for two weeks, and reopen
with food and the whole shebang in December.”

BUSY MONTH FOR LAUNDY
Laundy Hotels secured the FGC of The Oaks, The Oaks,
promising some “TLC” for the neglected local. The former
Tathra Hotel resides on a 1-Ha block 12km’s west of Camden,
in the south-west Sydney growth corridor.
Barrie Frost owned it for decade, but a succession of poor
tenants and the most recent becoming delinquent in rent, he
was forced to resume operations himself.
Laundy Hotels’ Nick Tindall negotiated with the vendor
in a JV with developer Peter Crown, who wants to build a
supermarket on 4,000sqm of the block, the pair doing a deal
for circa $7m.
The Oaks, now on 6,000sqm, incorporates a bar and bistro,
gaming room with 17 dated EGMs, only half in smoking
solution, and drive-through bottleshop.
***
In October Arthur Laundy also celebrated the start of another
greenfield build – a brand new four-level local for his home
precinct, Olympic Park.
Laundy is well into construction of his first greenfield
construction – the big Marsden Hotel & Brewery, due to open
in March 2019. Quick on the heels, this second all-new build
is a partnership with life-long friends the Cottle family and
expected to cost north of $14 million, set to offer four levels of
dining and entertainment over 1380sqm, topped by an elegant
rooftop bar with expansive views.
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